
DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

IT'S A 2023 TREND.
WHAT IS IT?



We founded AERIFY.io five years ago with
a simple idea: clients should understand
their computer systems. Not just
understand how they work, but also
understand what we're saying when we
meet with them.

Too often in our professional careers, we
met with clients and asked simple
questions about their IT services to help
manage setups and installations. Clients
didn't know the answers. They told us
their IT reps talked in a different
language.

At AERIFY.io, we strive to be an extension
of your organization. We shoulder the
responsibility of providing honest,
sincere, business-driven service. And that
means the business owners who work
with us understand why we make
recommendations and how they benefit
the business. 

Digital transformation is a buzz phrase we
keep hearing. What is it, and how can it
help your business?

KEEP IT SIMPLE

Aaron Toops
Rob Michels
Co-Founders AERIFY.io



 THINK happier employees who can work remote.
 

 61% of employees say
work-life balance is very important. 

-Gallup 2022

Every industry has its own lingo. In fact, the managed services business (the business category we
fall under) could create its own dictionary. And it would be a lot of pages! Why?

Words and phrases tend to make everything sound hard+complicated=expensive. The reality is, done
well by reputable business professionals, managing computers and IT infrastructure is simple and easy
when the words and phrases are broken into lay terms that anyone can understand. 

We searched DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION using Google.

WHAT THE HECK IS
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION?

Let's simplify with our definition!
Business owners and leaders are moving away from saving computer files and their
DIGITAL documents on servers.  Instead, they’re using the cloud, and it’s
TRANSFORMING the workplace:

ENHANCE COMPANY CULTUREIMPROVE BUSINESS PROCESSES

CREATE GREAT CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES IMPROVE SECURITY

THINK work smarter not harder.
 

80% of business leaders agree optimization can
propel company forward. 

-Worksmart 2020

THINK no more hard drive storage resulting in
keeping files and documents safe and secure. 

 

47% of consumers say they have stopped doing
business with a company after losing trust in that

company's digital security.
-DigiCert 2022

THINK easy access to information, so questions
get asked and answered quickly.

 

76% of customer expect 
consistent interactions across all departments. 

-Salesforce

Digital transformation is not just for huge Fortune 500 companies. The ease and
affordability of the cloud means a small or midsized business owner can move

away from a server with benefits that include cost savings and data protection. 

https://www.gallup.com/workplace/389807/top-things-employees-next-job.aspx
https://images.adpinfo.com/Web/ADPEmployerServices/%7B085dfeb6-e471-4e88-b8fb-dc0b2b9b2b07%7D_2020-In(Sight)-Report.pdf
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/digicert-survey-highlights-importance-of-digital-trust-in-business-outcomes-customer-loyalty-301680608.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tableau/2022/06/22/accelerate-customer-success-and-brand-loyalty-with-data/?sh=2d24915e217b


Saving time by reducing printing, filing
and managing hard copy order files
Increasing efficiencies with the ability to
see and manage each step of the process
daily
Response time improvement related to
issue tracking and documentation
Ability to work remotely to manage each
step of the order process
Support and customer service

Working with the AERIFY.io team over the
last year, Benchmark automated processes
using the cloud-based AWS product and
harnessed the use of a custom program
called In Accord! designed to create
efficiencies. The results:

“AERIFY.io has been very responsive.
There’ve been times something has gone
down, and I couldn’t ask for anything better in
terms of response times. I have the utmost
confidence in the team,” says Getzin.

Order taker and order maker. 
That's how Benchmark co-owner Erin Getzin describes his
business. He says it’s quite simple, the business supplies
windows and doors to Fisher Homes, a Midwest tract home
builder operating in multiple cities. The Benchmark team
simply gets the orders for new homes and fulfills them. Yet
prior to purchasing the business two years ago, in-house
processes were anything but simple. 

Getzin says each order required inputting
details via a website. Then PDF forms were
printed and placed into color coded file
folders, which were moved from place to
place in the office, depending on each step in
the order process. He says he and his
business partner knew prior to purchasing
the business that process improvement was
needed. Within months, they seamlessly
shifted operations from a corporate server
to Amazon Work Spaces to begin automating
and processing orders.

As the primary window and door supplier for
Fisher Homes, Benchmark has offices or
warehouses in cities where the builder has
neighborhoods including Indianapolis,
Louisville, St. Louis, and soon to open
Columbus, Ohio. The server system required
staff to be at the office to print all of those
PDFs and move folders to track orders.
Getzin says, “We introduced AWS to the
company and eliminated all of the paperwork.
We’re digital now.”



Like most CPA firms, DWC uses the Thomson
Reuters tax and accounting software. It
required pricing by cost of seat, various
versions that were on hard drives or in a
cloud, regular server updates and more. This
essential tool is now managed through
AERIFY.io.

Wojtysiak says another benefit is peace of
mind. “Ever since we’ve moved, we haven’t
had any security issues,” he says.

From process improvement to security to
customer service, the shift to the cloud and
AERIFY has benefited DWC CPAs. 

“They speak in English (not tech) very well. I
always understand what they’re explaining to
me while sometimes other firms have a
broken IT-foreign language that’s hard to
understand,” says Wojtysiak. “They spoiled
me how easy they can make things work.”

Call it an IT services crossroads. 
In 2021, the founders of DWC CPAs in South Bend
knew their existing server was past its prime, but
weren’t certain about next steps. The existing
server system was vulnerable to viruses and
glitchy. Firm owners knew there were two options:
update the existing server with a price tag of
$12,000 plus continued IT support or to move their
systems to the cloud. 

Timing is everything. Firm co-founder Mike
Wojtysiak says while he was at a CPA
continuing education conference, he met the
AERIFY.io team. He liked what he heard and
asked for client references to be able to
confirm what had been explained to him. He
says he remembers the call like it was
yesterday, “I was out golfing when I got the
call from another client. He said their support
is phenomenal.”

The firm made the move to the cloud and the
benefits have added up. He explains the firm
has an aggressive merger and acquisition
growth strategy. Since making the move to
the cloud DWC has purchased two CPA firms
growing from 15 to 42 professionals. 

“AERIFY.io has allowed us to expand faster
and seamlessly,” he says. “It’s a critical piece
of our entrepreneurial spirit. We can plug
and play going through a company’s existing
drives, choose what we need and put it in the
company cloud.” 

He says another benefit of the cloud-based IT
framework is that they can look at acquiring
firms from further away geographically
because we know they won’t be hard to
integrate systems using the cloud. 



During COVID quarantine the ability to login to
work files with a single click meant the team
could continue to serve its clients. “We have a
great staff, and in that worst case scenario
we could still connect, which was
reassuring,” he says. “Using AWS, we have
less reservations about staff working from
home and that makes for happier employees.
Then they’re more productive because
they’re in a better mood.”

AWS also keeps Justin in a great mood
because it him peace of mind that client data
is safe. “We have critically sensitive
information stored for clients. I want to be
impenetrable. If someone tried to hack in,
AWS keeps data secure,” says Schuhmacher. 

Another key benefit for the business is cost.
Not only does Schuhmacher say AERIFY.io is
a fraction of the cost of using a server, the
cloud-based system also has shifted the way
its accounted for on the balance sheet. Prior
there was a hard cost for equipment, which
was depreciated over time. “Now there is no
server, and laptops are considered
disposable because critical information isn’t
stored on hard drives,” he says.
 

Timing is everything. 
When Justin Schuhmacher and his business partner (and
wife) Jenny Rozelle decided to purchase Indiana Estate &
Elder Law in 2019, little did they know their decision to move
operations to Amazon Work Spaces and AERIFY.io would be
critical to operations due to the 2020 pandemic quarantine.
Three years later, the benefits continue to add up.

Schuhmacher says when they assumed
ownership of the law firm, the existing
server-based system needed significant
updating, which came with a sizable price tag.
It made sense to research and shop for
alternatives. They met with a few IT
companies and AERIFY.io stood out for
several reasons that included a relationship-
based approach, ease of use, security and
service. 

“Our business is relationship based and we
don’t like to throw a lot of legalize at clients,”
says Schuhmacher. “Part of the reason we
decided to go with AErIFY.io is because I’m not
a tech person. I don’t understand all the inner
workings. Aaron came in and explained the
cloud-based system in a way I understood it.”

Once the decision was made to move from a
server to AWS, the transition was easy. “It
was not that difficult… when they were
moving our systems it felt like it took a few
hours and didn’t really disrupt our day. It
wasn’t a situation where we lost productivity.
It felt seamless,” says Schuhmacher.

And of course, the timing was perfect. 
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